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POLITICIANS PROMOTING A SLUMBER LAND OF APATHY.
Horror of US & British life under religious extremism
Do you believe death is the end of existence?

Terror of a new dictator using atomic weapons

The Holy Spirit converts to the quantum essence theory.
Is Santa Clause a God?
The elite members of academia present us with a
historical picture of life. They only know the basics as
much as you regarding the past. The ‘green’ theory is a
load of bunkum to increase your emotions to control
nature which is nigh stupid and impossible. They cannot
even adequately predict next weeks weather let alone in
a hundred years time. To put it bluntly, it’s all bullshit.
Physical existence means pain and tribulation spiritual
presence means rest and self-judgement.
Robin G Howard science fiction fantasy author of the Jim Long space agent series of
six books delves into the none fiction questions of the present and future reality.
Everyone is heading to fit inside a coffin and unaware of the next phase beyond
physicality. The physical world as we know it is not a pinprick on the historical map and
neither is the past thirty-thousand years on the 4.5 billion year timescale. The theory of
life both natural and supernatural is our only perception as a living energy force. Life
exists on predictable and unpredictable wavelengths causing cultural extremes of
volatile hostility and pacifism. The scientific quantum formulae environment is
analogous to the archaic divinity of the Holy Spirit. Thankfully, democracy depicts the
freedom of belief of every citizen and therefore, the faith of the people must not be
ridiculed but certainly questioned to project new ideas and a different way of thinking,

About the author: Graduated from the school of life at the age of fifty and realised that
humanity has flawed and corrupt religions. An incredible incident in early life that seemed
unbelievable and thus contained in the memory is now released along with other
supernatural or quantum occurrences.
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